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Froid Des Mascareignes Ltée (FDM) is, a seafood handling and storage company based on the 
island of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. With refrigeration at the center of its activities, FDM’s 
annual electricity bills average to $1,221,076. This research project explores opportunities of 
reducing electricity consumption and therefore improve efficiency at FDM.  
This was achieved using one main utensil: The energy audit. Through a literature review, we 
were able to gain proper understanding of the refrigeration cycle and were therefore able to tailor 
the audit to FDM’s specific case. Using the energy audit, we were able to answer to our three 
research questions  
1. What is the current electricity use pattern of FDM? 
2. Where is electricity currently being wasted? 
3. What are the opportunities of reducing their current electricity consumption?  
Throughout the energy audit, several energy management opportunities (EMO) were raised. 
Once summarized, the most significant EMOs were selected to be quantified and evaluated. 
These main EMOs included the retrofitting of variable spend drives on condensers, evaporators 
and compressors; retrofit the system with electronic expansion valves; changing current lights to 
LEDs and finally installing a solar PV system. It was finally concluded that, if implemented, 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1.     The increased interest in efficiency 
In 2016, it is clear that energy efficiency is taking an ever growing significance in modern 
businesses around the world. This increased interest in energy efficiency has many drivers 
including increases in profits via lessening of expenses; social responsibility or simply increased 
pressures from “greener” stakeholders. 
One example of a company presently willing to follow the above mentioned global trend is Froid 
Des Mascareignes Ltée (FDM); a seafood handling and storage company based on the island of 
Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. In 2015, FDM’s electricity costs amounted to Rs31,742,314 or 
$1,160,8161 which accounts for 25% of total cost of sales. Sustainability Victoria (2009) 
suggests that in businesses such as FDM, refrigeration can make up to 85% of total energy 
consumption (see Table 1).  
Consequently, FDM is highly enthused by the idea of increasing their overall energy efficiency 
and have thus commissioned this research project to help attain this objective.  
Table 1: Refrigeration share of electricity consumption per industry. 
Industry Sector Electricity Used for Refrigeration 
Liquid milk processing 0.25 
Breweries 0.35 
Confectionary 0.4 
Chilled ready meals 0.5 
Frozen food 0.6 
Cold Storage 0.85 
                                                 
1 During the length of this report, numbers will be converted between Australian dollar ($) and Mauritian rupees 
(Rs) at the following exchange rate extracted from Oanda (2016) on 01/07/16: Rs 1 = $ 0.03657. 
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1.2.     Company’s background 
Established in 1997, FDM’s main activity is the handling and storage of fish and seafood 
produce. The facilities consist of 3 buildings within which a combination of cold rooms, offices 
and other specialty rooms can be found. FDM also has 350 meters of quays to provide mooring 
to ships of up to 125 meters in length and 8 meters draft (IBL Maritime 2016). FDM’s main 
activity’s process is depicted in Figure 1: 
 
Figure 1: FDM’s main activity's process. 
FDM currently has a total of 16 cold rooms with 14 cold rooms rated at -20°C and 2 cold rooms 
rated at -40°C, combining to a total storage capacity of 16,500 tons. As per the company’s 
webpage, the facility also comprises “a blast freezer, four sorting lines and a weighbridge. It 
satisfies the norms and directives laid down by the European Union and fully complies with 
HACCP requirements” (IBL Maritime 2016). 
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1.3.     Country’s background 
Mauritius is a small volcanic island located off the South East coast of Africa in the Indian 
Ocean (see Figure 2). FDM’s facilities are located in the island’s capital Port Louis within the 
harbor’s Freeport Zone on the North West coast of Mauritius.  
As per Mauritius Meteorological services, the island enjoys a mild tropical maritime climate. 
With a warm humid summer (mean temperature of 24.7°C) and a cool dry winter (mean 
temperature of 20.4°C) (Mauritius Meteorological Service 2016a).  
It could therefore be concluded that Mauritius is not an ideal location for FDM’s main activity. 
However, this climate conversely provides FDM with an opportunity to achieve significant 
energy savings. Indeed, with a minimum of 7.4 hours of bright sunshine received on coastal 
areas all year long (Mauritius Meteorological Service 2016a) and a large amount of available 
unshaded roof space, FDM presents a solid case for solar power generation. 
Electricity in Mauritius is currently supplied by the Central Electricity Board (CEB), which is a 
parastatal utility reporting to the Ministry of Energy and Public Utilities. As it stands, the CEB is 
the sole authority responsible for transmission, distribution and supply of electricity in Mauritius. 
It produces 40% of its electricity from its 4 thermal power stations and 8 hydroelectric plants; the 
remaining 60% being bought from Independent Power Producers (CEB 2016). Currently, FDM 
qualifies for the CEB’s “Tariff 340” which is the maximum demand tariff for industrial 
consumers possessing a Freeport license and supplied at low voltage (CEB 2016). As can be seen 
in Table 10, this tariff has a peak/day rate of Rs4.04/kWh and an off-peak/night rate of 
Rs3.19/kWh. Daytime is considered to be from 6:00 am to 8:30 and thus nighttime starts at 8:30 
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pm and finishes at 6:00 am. There is also a Rs150 demand charge per kVA of maximum 
demand. The minimum charge is a sum “equal to the highest Demand Charge paid in any one of 
the preceding 6 months of account” (CEB 2016).  
 
Figure 2: Map placement of Froid Des Mascareignes Ltee (Google Maps 2015). 
1.4.     Current Situation 
In 1997, FDM designed modern facilities complying with the highest standards of efficiency 
available at the time. In 2016, almost 20 years later, the overall energy efficiency knowledge 
combined with technology advancements builds a case for re-assessment of FDM’s current 
efficiency. Indeed, what appeared as most efficient in 1997 may today be considered as obsolete. 
One example illustrating the above is refrigeration systems in general. As per Sustainability 
Victoria’s best practice guide of industrial refrigeration (2009), replacement of a refrigeration 
system older than 10 years may increase efficiency by up to 40%. 
Given that FDM currently pays an average of Rs36,651,925 or $1,340,361 per annum for 
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electricity and that refrigeration alone could make up to 85% of total electricity consumption in 
such industry (Sustainability Victoria 2009), a possible increase of 40% in efficiency represents 
significant savings. This alone highlights the great importance of this research project for FDM. 
1.5.     Importance of this research 
Potential energy savings made by FDM are only part of this research project’s significance. In 
order to understand this, it is essential to understand the structure to which FDM belongs (see 
Figure 3).  
 
Figure 3: FDM’s place in the Hierarchy 
FDM is one of the constituting element of the IBL Seafood hub LTD (IBL Maritime 2016), a 
subsidiary to one of the country’s largest groups: Ireland Blyth Ltd (IBL). This 100% Mauritian 
group became publicly traded on the Stock Exchange of Mauritius in 1994 and today owns more 
than a hundred companies, employing more than 6,000 employees (G.M.L. Together 2016). 
IBL’s activities range from “financial services to fish storage and processing, mechanical and 
electrical engineering, logistics and aviation, shipping operations, distribution of consumer 
products, pharmaceutical goods and equipment, as well as one of the main chains of 
GML
IBL




supermarkets in Mauritius” (G.M.L. Together 2016).  
In September 2015, key staff at IBL expressed interest in the outcomes of this research project 
with a perspective to carry out similar projects on other subsidiaries within the group. This would 
however be dependent on the significance of this research’s outcomes. 
Mauritius being a very small island, word of mouth is a big factor and success stories travel 
quickly. Thus, if a major group such as IBL starts to achieve significant savings thanks to energy 
audits, there may be potential for a snow ball expansion of such projects on the island.  
Finally, it should also be mentioned that IBL is owned in majority by GML, which is the largest 
group on the Island. With profits of more than $ 70,000,000 in 2015 (G.M.L Together 2016), the 
group is in full expansion in Mauritius but also on the African continent.  
Consequently, there are reasons to be hopeful that FDM’s project may become a blue print for 
such projects within the IBL group and beyond. 
1.6.     Scope 
Reducing energy consumption and increasing efficiency, can be achieved via numerous ways 
that largely differ in cost and time. The main tool used during this project was:  
The Energy audit: Audits reveal inefficiencies and energy wastage (Smith and Parmenter 2016) 
which is the reason why an energy audit will be conducted following established standards and 
comparing findings against best practice refrigeration.  
For the purpose of this dissertation and as agreed with FDM the only source of energy that was 
considered was electricity 
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1.7.     Research question, aims and Objectives 
The aim of this research project is to explore opportunities of reducing energy consumption for 
FDM. Therefore, to address the research aim, the following research question will be 
investigated: 
1) What is the current electricity use pattern of FDM? 
2) Where is electricity currently being wasted? 
3) What are the opportunities of reducing their current electricity consumption?  
1.8.     Dissertation structure 
The dissertation structure is as follows: Chapter 2 will discuss the methodology used for this 
research. Chapter 3 will give an account of the literature review performed on refrigeration 
systems, refrigeration best practice and energy auditing. Chapter 4 will answer to our first 
research question by analyzing electricity consumption patterns at FDM. Chapter 5 will answer 
to our second research question by identifying areas where electricity is currently being wasted. 
In Chapter 6, opportunities to reduce electricity consumption will be investigated. In Chapter 7, 
identified opportunities will be evaluated. Chapter 8 will be a comprehensive analysis of a 
potential solar project as a tool to reduce electricity bills. Finally, Chapter 9 will provide 




Chapter 2: Methodology 
2.1.     Input 
2.1.1   Data collection 
Answering to the research questions required to gain a thorough understanding of FDM’s main 
activities, processes, and current energy consumption. Therefore, the data required to begin this 
project included but was not limited to: electricity bills for the past 3 years, refrigeration systems 
description, electrical consumers inventory (including power rating and usage time) and building 
plans. All of this data except for the electrical consumers’ inventory were collected via email or 
soft copy during field trips. It is important to mention that data collection was not only required 
at the beginning of the research, but from start to completion.  
2.1.2   Desktop study 
The desktop study was crucial to adequately answer to our research questions. During the 
desktop study, we were able to become familiar with audit procedures, gain an understanding of 
refrigeration systems and finally become aware of current best practice within the refrigeration 
industry. These steps were all carried out via a literature review which constitutes chapter 3 of 
this report.  
2.1.3   Field trips 
During the research project, we were required to conduct 3 field trips in July 2015, November 
2015 and May 2016. Field trips were required in order to: 
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 Meet key personnel at FDM and re-establish agreed foreseen outcomes. 
 Become familiar with the facilities and site. 
 Observe processes/procedures involved in storage and handling of fish produce. 
 Perform a walkthrough audit to detect obvious areas of energy wastes (condition survey). 
 Collect data not available via soft copy or email 
 Also establish an inventory of all electrical consumers which included their estimated 
running time and power ratings.  
 Perform a thermal imaging assessment of their insulation (explored at 6.2.1). 
2.1.4   Interview with key personnel 
Interviews with key personnel were also a crucial part of this research. It allowed us to gain the 
required amount of understanding with regards to their systems and processes. This was 
especially true for the refrigeration evaluation where our technical knowledge was limited.  
2.2.     Data analysis 
Both quantitative and qualitative analysis were performed during the research. Quantitative 
analysis was performed on energy consumption of systems as well as possible cost and savings 
resulting from recommendations. Qualitative analysis was done on several items such as building 
envelope and employee behavior. Tools that were used in order to conduct these analysis’ were 




2.3.     Output 
2.3.1   Identifying Energy Efficiency opportunities 
Identifying energy efficiency opportunities or energy management opportunities (EMOs) was the 
main target of this research. Energy efficiency opportunities could be found with or without in 
depth analysis. For example, noticing someone leaving lights on, gives rise to an energy 
efficiency opportunity. Therefore, such opportunities arose throughout the entire duration of this 
project and were listed at 7.1.  
2.3.2   Recommendations for further actions 
Recommendations for further actions were given when areas of concern required urgent attention 
and if the actions warranted were worth the investment. These recommendations were all listed 
and briefly assessed in this report.  
 




















Chapter 3: Literature Review 
3.1.     Purpose 
Energy auditing standards and guides are usually very general and can be applicable across 
several industries. However, it should be noted that if an energy audit is more focused and 
tailored as per the scope, the more likely it is to generate significant results.  
Consequently, this review’s main aim is to build proper knowledge of: 
 Refrigeration fundamentals 
 Current refrigeration best practice 
 General principles of energy auditing 
Using the information obtained from this review, a tailored energy audit will be formed for 
FDM.  
3.2.     Refrigeration fundamentals 
3.2.1   Documentation  
There are many guides available on refrigeration systems. Danfoss is a global company 
established in 1933 which now has 61 factories in 20 countries and employs 23,400 people 
(Danfoss 2016). The company is a producer of products and services used in several industries 
including refrigeration (Danfoss 2016). Given the company’s status as a world recognized player 




The two main documents issued by Danfoss which were used to gain an understanding of FDM’s 
refrigeration systems were two PDF’s entitled:  
 “Refrigeration: An introduction to the basics”. 
This documents presents the fundamentals of the science behind refrigeration as well as a step by 
step walkthrough of a basic refrigeration circuit. An understanding of refrigeration basics was 
deemed sufficient as understanding all the complexities did not fall within this audit’s scope. 
Therefore, this guide was used as the main source of information with regards to understanding 
the systems.  
 “Two-Stage Ammonia plant with pump separator and hot gas defrosting” 
This document presents a highly detailed view of a two-stage ammonia plant with pump 
separator and hot gas defrosting which is the system currently in use at FDM. This document 
was only used to obtain accurate schematics of FDM’s refrigeration systems as the rest of the 
content was at a level higher than the scope of this research. It should be noted that as per Wilcox 
(2007), two-staging is the most efficient method of obtaining low suction temperatures and 
pressures which is good news for FDM. 
3.2.2   The Refrigeration circuit  
As depicted in Figure 5, there are 4 main components in a mechanical refrigeration system 
(systems can however be customized with accessories). A basic refrigeration circuit consists of a 
compressor, a condenser, a metering device or expansion valve and an evaporator. The 
refrigeration circuit can be summarized as a series of steps laid out hereafter: 
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 Step 1: The evaporator transforms a refrigerant into vapor. The evaporation process 
absorbs heat from the surrounding air.  
 Step 2: The resulting vapor is sucked into a compressor which sends it on its way to the 
condenser 
 Step 3: The condenser turns the vapor back to its liquid state. 
 Step 4: The liquid refrigerant enters a metering device or expansion valve, which reduces 
the pressure of the liquid and therefore reduces its boiling temperature and makes the 
refrigerant easier to evaporate. 
 
Figure 5: The refrigeration circuit (Refrigeration Basics 2016).  
3.2.3   The Evaporator 
 When a liquid refrigerant evaporates, it will absorb the heat from the air surrounding it (Danfoss 
2007) and will therefore reduce its temperature. The component in which this reaction happens is 
the Evaporator. This process can be enhanced via several ways.  
In FDM’s case, fans are used to induce forced air circulation over tubes containing the 
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evaporating refrigerant. The Increased velocity of the air results in an increase of the heat 
transfer from the air to the tubes (Danfoss 2007). 
Another way to improve efficiency, is to increase the contact surface between the air and the 
refrigerant tubing. When the air to be chilled flows over the tubing, lots of cooling effect from 
the refrigerant goes wasted since there is less surface for the transfer of heat from the air to the 
refrigerant (Khemani 2010). As shown in Figure 6, FDM manages this increase in contact 
surface via the use of finned evaporators. These evaporators are constituted of a combination of 
refrigerant tubing surrounded by metallic fins which are in direct contact with the tubing. 
Overall, FDM’s system uses 16 finned type evaporators of different brands and sizes to 
refrigerate their 16 cold rooms.  
It should be noted that once the refrigerant evaporates, it is not allowed to escape and expand to 
free air, it is rather trapped within the circuit where it will circulate. To ensure that this process 
takes place the system requires the help of the next component: The compressor. 
 




3.2.4   The Compressor 
As mentioned earlier, the refrigeration process is a closed circuit and therefore, the evaporating 
refrigerant is not allowed to escape. When the evaporating refrigerant is fed into a tank, the tank 
will increase in pressure to match the pressure in the evaporator, as a result the flow of vapor will 
stop due to the pressure being equalized (Danfoss 2007). Therefore, to keep the flow inside the 
circuit, and transform the low pressure gas coming from the evaporator to a high pressured gas, a 
compressor is used.  
Small home applications usually require hermetic compressors.  Hermetic compressors are 
manufactured in a one-piece welded steel casing that should never be opened. Therefore, if any 
part is damaged or requires maintenance, the entire compressor has to be replaced (KB Delta 
Mfg 2015).  
The most common types of compressor are the piston compressor, centrifugal scroll and screw 
compressors. Piston compressors have a very large capacity range: single cylinder for 
households up to 12 cylinders for industrial applications (Danfoss 2007). FDM uses a total of 13 
reciprocating compressors which are a type of piston compressor (see Figure 7).  
Reciprocating compressors are positive displacement compressors which are those in which 
“successive volumes of gas are confined within a closed space and elevated to a higher pressure” 
(Bloch and Hoefner 1996). Confinement of the gas is achieved via the use of pistons driven by a 
crankshaft. In FDM’s case, the crankshafts are powered by a variety of Dutchi electric motors 




Figure 7: Site photo showing 3 of the reciprocating compressors in use at FDM. 
3.2.5   The Condenser 
The condenser’s role is to return the high pressured refrigerant gas received from the compressor 
to its liquid state by removing the amount of heat gathered by the vapor at the evaporator and 
compressor stages (Danfoss 2015).   
There are many different types of condensers such as shell, tube or evaporative. FDM uses a total 
of 10 evaporative condensers. “The evaporative condenser is essentially a combination of a 
water-cooled condenser and an air-cooled condenser, utilizing the principle of heat rejection by 
the evaporation of water into an air stream traveling across the condensing coil” (Baltimore 
Aircoil Company 2016). 
 Evaporative condensers distribute water via tubes and nozzles over condensing coils. A fan 
placed at the top of the unit draws air from the bottom intake. When this air meets the falling 
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drops of water, some of this water evaporates, drawing heat from the refrigerant vapor and 
causing it to condensate (Danfoss 2007). Figure 8 below illustrates the inside of an evaporative 
condenser while Figure 9 shows the actual condensers used at FDM.   
 
Figure 8: Schematic of an evaporative condenser (Danfoss 2007).  
 




3.2.6   Expansion Valve 
The main purpose of the expansion valve is to ensure sufficient pressure differential between the 
high and low sides of the refrigeration circuit (Danfoss 2015). FDM currently uses automatic 
expansion valves with manual shut off. “The automatic expansion valve maintains a constant 
pressure in the evaporator by more or less loading the evaporator surface, depending on the heat 
load of the cold chamber” (Munoz 1991).  
 
Figure 10: Site photo showing expansion valves in use at FDM. 
3.2.7   The two-stage ammonia plant used at FDM 
As mentioned above, “Two-Stage Ammonia plant with pump separator and hot gas defrosting” 
guide proposed by Danfoss (2015) was only used to obtain a schematic of FDM’s system. Figure 
11 below depicts a similar plant to the system used at FDM which is one of the most commonly 
used in industrial installation. We also obtained an AutoCAD render of a plant room at FDM 




Figure 11: Schematic of Two stage ammonia system (Danfoss 2015). 
 




3.3.     Reviewing current refrigeration best practice  
3.3.1   Introduction 
When performing the energy audit of a company, it is crucial to have a proper knowledge of 
modern best practices within the concerned industry. Moreover, this need was heightened due to 
the fact that obtaining data from competitors in Mauritius proved difficult given the short 
timeframe. As a result, documentation on refrigeration best practice were reviewed.  
The main source of information was obtained from the “Energy Efficiency Best Practice Guide: 
Industrial Refrigeration” proposed by Sustainability Victoria, Australia. Providing best practice 
instructions as well as opportunities for improving system performance and efficiency, this 
document makes a comprehensive guide to improving energy efficiency in medium to large-
scale industrial refrigeration systems (Sustainability Victoria 2009).  
This guide being provided by the Australian government was assumed to be reliable and 
therefore used as a standard against which FDM was compared. Comparison was realized via a 
combination of walkthrough audits and audit questionnaires. Following this process, we were 
able to pinpoint areas where FDM could make improvements in order to match current 
refrigeration best practice. Therefore, this guide had a major impact on the energy audit’s 
findings and resulting EMO’s. 
Another document used during this energy audit is written by Marcus Wilcox and entitled 
“Introduction to Industrial Refrigeration Best Practices”.  This paper was solely used as support 
where the State of Victoria’s guide lacked detailed explanation.  
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3.3.2   Methodology for improving refrigeration efficiency 
As suggested in the best practice guide proposed by Sustainability Victoria (2009), following the 
process shown in Figure 13 can help improve the efficiency of an existing system. 
 
Figure 13: Process for improving efficiency of an existing refrigeration system (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
 
3.3.3   Review refrigeration demand 
The first step to be taken when trying to assess a refrigeration system’s efficiency is to take a 
look at the cooling loads. The cooling loads are usually the sum of the products’ cooling 
requirements plus, unwanted heat gains. 
Making a comprehensive list of all products and cooling processes as well as their cooling 
requirements helps to gain knowledge of several key elements: 
 Theoretical refrigeration load 
 Processes dominating the cooling energy consumption 
 Which refrigeration processes can be grouped together with potential benefit to the 
central system operation (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
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Unwanted heat gains arise from several situations and are often hard to precisely estimate. One 
way to calculate unwanted heat gains is to calculate or estimate all theoretical cooling loads at 
the store, calculate the refrigeration energy used by the centralized system and deduct. The 
difference between both numbers is the energy required to compensate for unwanted heat gains 
rather than required by the cooling load. Guidelines on how to calculate the above can be found 
in Table 2. Reducing such parasitic loads is crucial and can sometimes be avoided via simple 
visual inspection of the premises. Thermal imaging can help to detect “hot spots” and take 
corrective action.   
Table 2: Creating a high-level energy balance for the system (Sustainability Victoria 2009) 
 
The second step of reviewing the cooling loads is to identify where there are opportunities to 
reduce heat gains. Common solutions are shown in Table 3 below. Table 4 shows a list of 
common cooling load issues, together with their possible symptoms, causes and solutions. 
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Table 3: Common solutions to reduce cooling loads (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
 




3.3.4   Review Insulation 
Non-insulated or poorly insulated coolant pipes absorb heat from surroundings and result in 
decrease in the overall system’s efficiency. Therefore, system should also be regularly checked 
for moisture penetration as this can lead to ice forming on the pipes and therefore damage the 
insulation (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
3.3.5   Review coolant distribution system 
Ensuring that pumps in use to transfer fluids around a system are working at their optimal 
efficiency can save precious energy. As per Victoria’s state best practice guide (2009), one 
should regularly: 
 Check if the most appropriate secondary cooling fluid for the requirements is being used 
(that is, pump the least amount of fluid practical; consider using fluids with a high heat 
capacity). 
 Check that the pump system flexibly responds to variable refrigeration loads, rather than 
using the same amount of energy irrespective of the refrigeration requirement. 
 Check that insulation is in good order 
 Check that large-diameter pipes are in use to minimize required pumping pressure for 
improving efficiency of an existing refrigeration system (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
The mechanical efficiency of the pump drives is also highly important, and energy-efficient 
motors or variable-speed drives need to be considered for improving efficiency of an existing 
refrigeration system (Sustainability Victoria 2009). The use of adjustable speed drives (ASD’s) 
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or Variable Speed Drives (VSD’s) is an efficient alternative in variable flow rate systems. These 
drives save energy by varying the pumps’ rational speed.  
Table 5 extracted from the guide reflects potential savings for a 5.5 KW and 18.5 kW motor 
operating for 8000 hours per year Process for improving efficiency of an existing refrigeration 
system (Sustainability Victoria 2009). As we can see, on an 18.5kW pump motor, the addition of 
a $3,460 worth VSD could result in potential savings of $2,960 per year. Therefore, having a 
total payback period of 1 year and 3 months. 
Table 5: Potential savings through use of VSD’s (Sustainability Victoria 2009).  
 
3.3.6   Review refrigeration Plant, controls, set points and heat rejection 
3.3.6.1 Condensers and evaporators:  
“When VSD’s are applied to condenser fans, typical operating cost savings are in the order of 2 
to 3% of total refrigeration costs” (Sustainability Victoria 2009). Therefore, in FDM’s case this 
could be very significant on a long-term basis. VSDs can also be installed on air based 
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evaporator fans to improve efficiency depending on operating conditions.  
Finally, it should also be noted that installation of VSDs on condenser fans can be made in a 
manner that reduces head pressure in the compressor and therefore reduce energy consumption. 
3.3.6.2 Compressors 
Just like a generator, the compressor’s efficiency reduces considerably when not used at full 
capacity. VSDs can be installed on compressors in order to resolve this issue, however not every 
compressor is compatible with VSDs. If not compatible for retro-fit, a company should consider 
new types of variable speed compressors which are also available on the market. 
If using a screw compressor, converting to external (thermosiphon or fluid) cooling will result in 
savings of 3% compared to high pressure, liquid injection or oil cooling (Sustainability Victoria 
2009). However, this is not relevant to FDM. 
Another way of increasing efficiency is to split up a large cooling load between smaller 
compressors ran in a way that minimizes part-load operation of any individual compressors 
(Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
Finally, refrigeration systems are often controlled manually via electro-mechanical controls such 
as thermostats or pressure switches (Wilcox 2007). However, increasing efficiency of 
compressors can be achieved via the use of automatic computer that enable sequencing of 
compressors so that they run at optimum efficiency and are switched off when not required.  This 
will result in both energy savings and increased operating life. In general, an automatically 
computer monitored and controlled system have the best chance of operating at greatest 
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efficiency when compared to manual, or semi-automatic systems. Table 6 shows a list of 
common issues arising when a refrigeration system is not automatically controlled.  
Table 6: Control system issues (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
 
3.3.6.3 Suction Line Pressure 
Efficiency of a refrigeration system can be increased via increase in suction pressure. “Where 
evaporator pressure regulators are used on all loads, the suction pressure can be raised and can 
potentially improve compressor capacity by 2.5% for each degree of saturated suction 
temperature” (Sustainability Victoria 2009). Large pressure drops mean that effective suction 
temperatures are lower than necessary impact the system’s efficiency. Therefore, one should 
consider the use of larger return pipes or a secondary cooling fluid to prevent suction line 
pressure drop (Sustainability Victoria 2009).  
3.3.6.4 Temperature Lift 
The difference between evaporating temperature and condensing temperature is the 
“Temperature lift” of a system. Reducing temperature lift can have a significant effect on 
efficiency. A reduction of 1°C in temperature lift can improve plant efficiency by 3–4% 
(Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
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3.3.6.5 Floating head pressure control 
Adjusting head pressure is possible in order to maintain optimum heat rejection temperature with 
regard to wet-bulb or ambient temperature. This is more efficient than fixing head pressure at 
maximum on hottest days and minimum on coldest days (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
3.3.6.6 Expansion valves 
Problems at the expansion valve levels are generally caused by the valve being open or closed 
when not required. This increases the compressors head pressure and results in efficiency losses. 
Furthermore, standard thermal thermostatic expansion valves prevent optimal evaporator filling, 
flexible maximum operating pressure (MOP) points and highest possible evaporating 
temperature which are all important aspects of efficient operation (Bachmann 2008).  
Electronic expansion valves (EEVs) with direct expansion evaporators can reduce compressor 
head pressure and therefore increase efficiency (Sustainability Victoria 2009). Electronic 
expansion valves “control the refrigerant flow at the evaporator by means of a pressure sensor 
and a temperature sensor, which are both at the outlet of the evaporator. The two signals are 
elaborated by a regulator that controls, in real-time mode, the valve opening” (Lazzarin, 
Nardotto, and Noro 2009). 
3.3.6.7 Heat waste recovery:  
The option of collecting heat waste from the compressor coolers for activities such as hot water 
or boiler feed pre-heating should always be contemplated. However, in FDM’s case hot water is 
only used for human consumption and is currently already supplied by solar heaters. 
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3.3.7   Maintenance 
3.3.7.1 General procedures 
First of all, it should be noted, that as mentioned earlier, after a 10-year life, a refrigeration 
system should be considered for replacement. This could increase efficiency by up to 40%. 
Therefore, a life cycle cost analysis should be undertaken. 
To avoid poor performance of a system, regular maintenance of parts as recommended by 
manufacturer is essential. Therefore, procedures should be in place to ensure maintenance is 
conducted in a timely manner and regular monitoring of the system is in place. Monitoring 
gauges and switched on filter valves can be installed to alert workers of any out of the ordinary 
event (Sustainability Victoria 2009). Figure 14 depicts a maintenance checklist proposed by 




Figure 14: Maintenance checklist (Sustainability Victoria 2009) 
3.3.7.2 Evaporator defrosting 
Defrost cycles are often used to free evaporator coils from ice. As a general rule, the heat used 
for defrosting should be minimized since it is being used in the refrigerated space. Therefore, 
defrosting should only be initiated when necessary, which is when detectable loss of 
performance is being noticed. “Airflow sensors and thermocouples can stop the defrost system as 
soon as the ice has melted to ensure maximum energy efficiency is achieved. A control system 
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with evaporator ‘defrost on demand’ is the best system and defrosting should stop as soon as the 
evaporator fins are clear of ice” (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
3.3.7.3 Condenser check 
Air and other non-condensable in the refrigerant can increase the condensing temperature 
required by a refrigerant system, therefore increasing temperature lift and reducing efficiency. 
Inefficient condensing can also lead to high discharge pressure, which further reduces system 
efficiency down the line. Table 7 shows maintenance measures that assist in condenser 
performance depending on the type of condenser. 
Table 7: Maintenance guidelines for condensers (Sustainability Victoria 2009) 
 
3.3.7.4 Compressor 
Compressor maintenance involves regular checking for oil levels and listening for abnormal 
noises that could indicate worn bearings. Faults can be difficult to identify but are usually caused 
by some sort of blockage or mechanical wear (Sustainability Victoria 2009).  
3.3.7.5 Measure the improvement 
Steps above have been proven to improve efficiency. However, it is important to measure the 
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results throughout the improvement process and this can be done by comparing baseline 
performance to actual performance after each system modifications. Measurements that should 
be taken and compared are:  
 “condensing temperature at the inlet and outlet 
 evaporator temperature at the inlet and outlet 
 compressor pressure and temperature at the inlet and outlet 
 power to the compressor 
 ambient temperature 
 brine temperature” (Sustainability Victoria 2009).  
3.4.     General Principles of energy auditing 
3.4.1   Documentation 
Energy auditing standards and guides are largely available and come in many forms, whether 
booklets, government standards, or internet documentation. It appears that most of these 
documents propose similar guidelines and rules that only differ in the level of details required 
which is more than likely dependent on the end user. It was therefore decided that this review 
would focus mainly on an auditing guide provided by a reputable source such as government 
agencies. In this instance, the chosen documentation was the energy audit manual proposed by 
the Department of Natural Resources Canada (2016).  
3.4.2   The levels of energy audits 
According to Natural Resources Canada (2016), there are two types of energy audits which are 
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non-exclusive: the “Macro-audit” and the “Micro-Audit”.  
 The Macro-audit: Is a relatively high-level overview of the energy consuming systems. It 
may for example look at an entire site or facility. The macro-audit addresses a particular 
level of information, or “macro-detail,” that allows energy management opportunities 
(EMO) to be identified. “A macro-audit involves a broad physical scope and less detail” 
(Natural Resources Canada 2016). 
 The Micro-audit: Has a narrower scope than the macro-audit and often begins where the 
macro-audit ends. A micro-audit may focus on a production unit, energy-consuming 
system or individual piece of equipment and will provide analysis in greater details 
(Natural Resources Canada 2016).  
3.4.3   The audit methodology 
The audit methodology is a series of processes organised systematically to facilitate a logical and 
efficient flow of the audit. A good audit methodology is crucial and should be the first step to 
any energy audit. Figure 15 illustrates the methodology proposed by Natural resources Canada 
with regards to energy audits: 
 



























Table 8: The audit methodology steps (Natural Resources Canada 2016). 
 
While being the backbone of our research, the steps described in Table 8 were used as they 




Chapter 4: Understanding FDM’s energy consumption patterns 
The aim of this chapter is to answer to our first research question: “What is the current energy 
use patterns of FDM?”. The answer to this question lied in analyzing energy consumption and 
costs, understanding the energy intensity of the product, and ultimately providing a summary of 
annual consumption at a glance. This was achieved by firstly analyzing FDM’s electricity bills, 
and secondly inventorying their electrical consumers to understand the usage of electricity. 
4.1.     Tabulating FDM’s electricity bills. 
The first step in analyzing FDM’s electricity bills was to tabulate the data. Bills were obtained 
for all of the 3 buildings from October 2012 to September 2015. During this analysis, the twelve 
months from October to September will be referred to as a “year”. An example of FDM’s energy 
bills can be found in appendix A. 
From the electricity bills, we were able to extract monthly day consumption and night 
consumption (kWh), monthly peak demand (kVA) and 6 months’ peak demand (kVA). Table 9 
is a summary of the consumption (not demand) data extracted from our consumption analysis 
which is itemized in appendix B. 
In Table 9 it can be noted that over 3 years, FDM’s average peak consumption was 5,637,192 
kWh while off-peak consumption was 3,327,855 kWh. The 3 years’ average cost of peak 
electricity amounted to Rs22,774,754 while off-peak electricity amounted to Rs10,615,859. Over 
3 years, FDM averaged a total consumption of 8,965,047 kWh costing them, excluding demand 
charges: Rs33,390,113.  
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4.2.     Analyzing FDM’s monthly electricity bills 
All of the following analysis’ were performed using FDM’s tabulated energy bills which can be 
found in appendix B.  
4.2.1   Monthly consumption comparison between the 3 years. 
Figure 16 presents FDM’s monthly consumption in each of the three years for which data was 
provided. This graph suggests that 2014-2015 was the lowest consumption year as represented 
by the grey curve. As per discussion with key personnel, this was due to a difference in cold-
rooms temperature settings. Some -20°C cold-rooms were reset to -12°C which, therefore 
resulted in significant energy savings of 672,000 kWh compared to the previous year. From this 
we were able to deduct the following EMO: FDM should ensure that all cold rooms are set at the 
maximum temperature tolerated (plus safety margin) by the products’ end user to significantly 
decrease electricity use. 
 




4.2.2   Monthly consumption comparison between buildings. 
The aim of Figure 17 is to show the difference of consumption between the 3 buildings in 2014-
2015: Mer Rouge, Latanier and Quay E.  
As we can see, the largest consumer is Quay E with consumption ranging from 350,000 kWh to 
450,000 kWh. The smallest consumer is Mer Rouge with a consumption ranging from 100,000 
kWh to 150,000 kWh. Despite the fact Mer Rouge runs one more cold-room than Latanier, this 
was still expected as Latanier contains most of the administration’s offices in an older building 
and has an older refrigeration plant.  
Secondly, we can also see that consumption between the 3 buildings is closely correlated. If this 
was not the case, further investigation may have been required to understand whether a building 
is being more or less used than the other or whether it is running at lower or higher efficiency 
than the others. If the latter is true, we would need to understand the cause.   
 




4.2.3   Daily consumption comparison between buildings. 
Figure 18, shows the average daily consumption for each of the 3 buildings in 2014-2015. The 
tabulated numbers were obtained by dividing the monthly bills by the number of days in the 
corresponding month. It can be seen that Quay E’s daily consumption ranges from 10,000 kWh 
to 15,000 kWh and that Latanier’s daily consumption varies between 6,000 kWh and 7,000 kWh 
while Mer Rouge’s varies between 3,000 kWh and 5,000 kWh. 
 
Figure 18: Average daily consumption per building in 2014-2015. 
4.2.4   Average consumption vs. historical temperatures. 
Figure 19 plots FDM’s average monthly consumption for the three years against historical 
temperature data from 1990 to 2012 sourced from the World Bank (2016).  
It is clear from Figure 19 that FDM’s electricity consumption is closely correlated with historical 
temperature averages. This was expected from an audit point of view as most of FDM’s 
consumption results directly from its refrigeration system which logically, is influenced by 
outside temperatures. 
Figure 19 also shows that FDM consumes the most electricity during the summer months of 
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March and December, with the highest 3 years average of 813,516 kWh in December and the 
lowest achieved in June with 680,737 kWh.  
 
Figure 19: 3 Years Average Consumption vs. Historical Temperatures. 
4.2.5   Average peak vs off-peak consumption analysis 
Figure 20 plots the average three years’ consumption split between peak and off-peak. Over a 
period of three years, the average peak and off-peak consumption were closely correlated to each 
other with at an approximate 40% difference; which was in line with expectations.  




4.2.6   Monthly load factors per buildings in 2014-15 
Finally, Figure 21 depicts the monthly load factors in each of the 3 buildings during 2014-2015. 
Electrical load factor represents the “energy consumed relative to the maximum energy that 
could have been consumed if the maximum demand had been maintained throughout the billing 
period” (Natural Resources Canada 2016). This is calculated using the following formula:  
 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (%) =
𝑘𝑊ℎ 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑘𝑊∗24 ℎ𝑟𝑠∗𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 
∗ 100 
The higher the load factor, the more consistent is the rate of consumption (Natural Resources 
Canada 2016). Therefore, we can see that Latanier has a fairly consistent rate of consumption 
while Mer Rouge shows short duration peak demands. From this we could also deduct that Mer 
Rouge’s cold rooms are used less frequently than the others which would fall in line with Figure 
17 which shows that Mer Rouge consumes the least amount of electricity between all buildings. 
Load factor (LF) can also be used to reveal excessive demand for the energy consumed. By 
comparing load factor and utilization factor (UF), savings opportunities may be found. The 
utilization factor is a percentage of use (occupancy; production, etc.) of a facility (Natural 
Resources Canada 2016). For example, if a building is used only for administration work and 
that it is occupied during 11 hours a day, its UF will be equal to: 11*5 days/ 24*7 days = 33%. In 
FDM’s case, refrigeration systems run on a 24 hours’ basis and therefore it is assumed that LF 
and UF should be fairly close. If there were to be significant differences between the UF and the 




Figure 21: Monthly load factor per complex. 
4.2.7   Year on year product based energy intensity comparison 
The product based energy intensity (PEI) allows the user to see the amount of energy consumed 
to produce one unit of production. Closely monitored, the PEI can result in early detection of 
efficiency issues within a facility. For example, if a kg of pureed tomato usually takes around 
8000kJ to produce and that this amount shoots up to 15,000 kJ on a given day, a company will 
instantly detect a problem within their system and be able to start the troubleshooting process. 
PEI is therefore a great tool to the “Energy Champion” (discussed 6.2.3.3 ).  
For the purpose of this research, we will only use electricity as energy used. The PEI was 
therefore calculated by dividing total electricity consumption by total production. Figure 22 plots 




Figure 22: Energy intensity of stored tuna. 
 
The data used to plot this graph was monthly consumption and monthly tuna storage data from 
January 2013 to September 2015. This period was chosen as tuna storage data was not available 
for the 2012-2013 year. The energy intensity was obtained by dividing monthly electricity 
consumption, by monthly tuna stored in tons.  
From Figure22, it can be noted that the energy intensity’s trend line (grey) shows a decline in 
energy intensity since January 2013. We can therefore conclude that FDM made improvement in 
their energy efficiency during that period which is likely to be related to the change of 
temperature in some of the cold rooms as viewed previously. 
Figure 22 also shows that Energy intensity while positively correlated to consumption is 
negatively correlated to the amount of stored tuna. In April, energy intensity peaked at 3.87 
kWh/ton while tuna stored was at its lowest of 204,759 tons. In many industries, this would be 
considered a red flag. However, this is expected at FDM as the refrigeration systems are not 
currently equipped with variable speed drives (VSD) which could reduce the work of 
compressors and fans when not required. As it stands, the compressors keep working at 
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approximately the same rate even though tuna storage decreases. If FDM were equipped with 
VSDs we would expect some sort of correlation. VSDs will be further explored as part of the 
external comparison to industry best practice.  
4.2.8   Analyzing Rates and tariffs structure 
As part of the audit, it is important to investigate available tariffs in order to determine whether 
the auditee is currently consuming energy under the most advantageous scheme. 
As proposed by the CEB (2016), those holding a Freeport license are entitled to tariff 340 or 350 
depending whether supply is at low voltage (340) or high voltage (350).  From Table 10, it can 
be seen that tariff 350 would allow FDM to buy electricity at RS3.83 peak and RS3.08 off-peak. 
As a result, we can evaluate the saving opportunities based on 3 years’ averages seen in Table 9: 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 5,637,192 ∗ 3.83 = 𝑅𝑠21,590,445 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑓𝑓 − 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 3,327,855 ∗ 3.08 = 𝑅𝑠10,249,793 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 33,390,113 − 21,590,445 − 10,249,793 = 𝑅𝑠1,549,875  
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 % 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 =
21,590,445 + 10,249,793 − 33,390,113
33,390,113
= 5% 
FDM was made aware that tariff 350, would lead to an average 5% of savings every year. As per 
discussion with key staff, it appears that the company is currently trying to qualify for this tariff, 




Table 10: Industrial Tariffs of the CEB (CEB 2016) 
 
4.3.     Inventorying energy uses 
4.3.1   Introduction 
Inventorying energy uses helps to identify where energy is being consumed, how much is being 
consumed by each system, how do all systems add up as an aggregate load and finally how do 
loads reconcile with billings. By doing so, we are able to easily identify high-consumption loads 
and therefore investigate the more meaningful consumers further. As dictated by the research 




4.3.2   Tabulating electrical inventory 
The energy inventory was performed during the July 2015 initial field trip. Assisted by staff from 
FDM, we were able to perform a walkthrough audit of the entire site and identify all energy 
consumers. All of the data was then transferred into Excel spreadsheets where the numbers were 
tabulated. As opposed to a normal asset register, this spreadsheet outlines each type of appliance, 
its power rating as well as an estimation of the number of hours of use per day during the week 
and during the weekends separately. All electrical consumers’ description included their type and 
location, which enabled us to use the Excel filter tool in order to group same types of consumers 
together by sorting from A to Z. The resulting data sheets can be found in appendix C to this 
project.  
Using the abovementioned method, we were then able to determine total consumption per type 
of electrical consumer. Table 11 was designed to reflect total consumption per type of appliance 
and their associated percentage of total consumption using the 3 years’ average seen in Table 9. 
Table 11 was also used to plot the main electrical consumers on a pie chart (see Figure 23). From 
this, it can be noted that refrigeration makes up for 81% of FDM’s total consumption. This is 
lower than the industry standard of 85% proposed by Sustainability Victoria (2009). This 
difference is negligible for FDM, however if there was a big difference, there would be a need 
for further investigation. If share is well above industry standard, it could mean that refrigeration 
system is working inefficiently. On the other hand, if share was significantly lower than industry 
standard, it could mean that other systems depicted in the chart are consuming more energy than 
they should. In our case, the lighting number appeared really high with consumption of 




Table 11: Total estimated consumption per consumer type 








real off peak 
Applied to total 
consumption 
Air conditioning 181,380 2% 109,847 64,847 174,694 
Amenities 32,839 0% 19,888 11,741 31,629 
Lighting 309,581 3% 187,488 110,682 298,169 
Operations 1,274,917 14% 772,113 455,809 1,227,922 
Refrigeration 7,509,442 81% 4,547,856 2,684,778 7,232,633 




















4.4.     Summary 
To summarize FDM’s energy use pattern, it can be said that FDM’s major consumer with 81% 
of total consumption is their refrigeration system. Therefore, FDM’s overall consumption is 
correlated to ambient temperatures. Highest electricity consumption is in summer and vice-versa. 
Correlation to production would have also been expected but as indicated earlier, this correlation 
is prevented by the systems inability to efficiently work at part load. Finally, it should also be 






Chapter 5: The Condition survey 
5.1.     Introduction 
The aim of Chapter 5 is to answer to our second research question which is: “Where is energy 
currently being wasted?”. In order to answer this question, step 1 of the audit methodology seen 
at 3.4.3 – the condition survey – was followed. Essentially, the condition survey is an initial 
inspection tour of the facility which is usually done via walk-through. The main aims of the 
condition survey are to become familiar with the facilities and to flag obvious areas where 
energy is being wasted. It should also be said that although taking place before the audit mandate 
and scope are established, the condition survey can still identify apparent EMOs (Natural 
Resources Canada 2016).   
5.2.     Getting to know the facilities 
The condition survey was done during our first field trip in July 2015. The first step of the survey 
was to visit all the facilities and observe operations to understand the processes involved in fish 
produce handling and storage. FDM’s three buildings named Latanier, Quay E and Mer Rouge 
contain a mix of cold rooms, plant rooms, handling and sorting areas, employee messes, 
kitchens, forklifts driveways, maintenance rooms and bathrooms/WC (see Table 12). Figure 24 




Figure 24: Birdseye view of FDM's facilities (Google Earth) 
 
Table 12: Detailed description of FDM's buildings 
 
5.3.     Systemizing walkthrough observations. 
The condition survey needs to be carried out in a comprehensive and systematic manner (Natural 
Resources Canada 2016). In order to do so, the NRC (2016) offers a series of checklists that can 
be inserted into analysis’ software such as Excel in the shape of score cards. These checklists 
help to evaluate several areas such as windows, exterior doors, ceilings, exterior walls, lighting 
etc. and pin point areas requiring attention. The amount and immediacy of the attention required 
is dictated by the obtained scores (see Table 13). 
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Table 13: Action required vs. score cards results (Natural Resources Canada 2016) 
 
An example of these checklists can be seen in Table 14 which shows observations made with 
respect to FDM’s lighting system. As we can see in this example, scores except for the cold-
rooms’ fell within the 40-60% bracket. Therefore, as per Table 13 corrective action was required.   





During the condition survey, these score cards were completed for several other areas such as hot 
water services, handling areas, employee behavior towards energy savings; cooling plants, cold-
rooms and building envelopes. These score cards can all be found in appendix D of this research.  
5.4.     Summarizing findings 
Summarizing the findings of a condition survey was important in order to have a clear idea of 
areas needing attention. Table 15 below shows a summary of our findings for FDM’s condition 
survey sorted by score. 
Table 15: Summary of condition survey findings  
Range Area of concern Score Measure required 
0-20 None n/a Immediate corrective action 
20-40 
Latanier’s cooling plant  29% 
Urgent Corrective action 
Employee Behavior towards energy savings  33% 
40-60 
Refrigeration plants. 43% 
Corrective action required 
Cold-rooms loading processes 44% 
Lighting 46% 
Cold rooms 46% 
60-80 
Handling areas 63% 
Evaluation for potential improvement 
required 
Building envelope 63% 
Hot water services 75% 
80-100 None n/a No corrective action required 
 
 
5.4.1   Latanier’s pipework Insulation 
As per Table 15, Latanier’s cooling plant required “urgent corrective action”. By consulting the 
cooling plants’ score card (see appendix D), it can be seen that the main reason for this low score 
of 29% was the state of its pipework’s insulation. The comment section suggests that 
condensation and pools of water were found in numerous places along the pipework. From this, 
the following EMO was raised: Improve Latanier’s pipework insulation. As a result, insulation 
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was added as an area requiring audit attention at a later stage of the audit. Furthermore, the state 
of the pipes at Latanier were considered as red flags with respect to maintenance, which was 
therefore also added to the list “of areas of concern”. 
5.4.2   Employee behavior towards energy savings 
Employee behavior towards energy savings was also rated as an area requiring “urgent corrective 
action”. By consulting the score cards, we can see that instances of employees leaving cold-
room’s doors open and lights on when not in use were observed during the walk-throughs. 
Therefore, resulting in a low score of 33%. It should also be noted that the 5th area of concern’s 
(cold-rooms) score card explicitly states, that employee behavior is a direct cause for the low 
score of 46%. As a result, further investigation of employee policies with regards to energy was 
added to the audit plan. 
5.4.3   Cold-rooms’ loading processes.  
While assessing the processes of fish loading to cold rooms, it was discovered that fish entering 
the cold rooms would sometime enter at a higher temperature that required by FDM. The fish 
usually spends about an hour outside of a refrigerated area between the boat and the cold rooms. 
During that period, it will gain 2°C to 4°C. However, FDM provides for this loss by requiring 
that fish arrive from boats between -10°C and -14°C. However, as per discussion with key 
personnel, fish sometimes arrives from boats at a temperature 10°C higher than required by 
FDM.  
Allowing the fish to enter the cold rooms at these temperatures results in several issues including 
higher ice build due to excess heat and moisture, which in turn increases the need for defrosting 
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and decreases system efficiency due to higher heat loads.   
This goes against best practice viewed at 3.3.      which dictates to minimize heat loads to achieve 
efficiency. As a result, EMOs were drawn: FDM needs to emphasize the importance of the fish 
arriving at required temperature to clients and increase pressure via incentives or use of monetary 
sanctions. For example, a monetary charge per degrees above required arriving temperature 
could be implemented. FDM should also consider the need for increased shading at any outdoor 
handling area.  
Finally, it should be mentioned that during the audit walkthrough, we were able to witness the 
unloading of a vessel happening during the hottest hours of the day. Scheduling boats for arrival 
early morning or late afternoon would increase efficiency by reducing heat load in cold rooms. 
However, boat arrival times does not fall within FDM’s control and thus was not considered as 
an EMO. 
5.4.4   Plant rooms 
From Table 15, we can see that Quay E and Mer Rouge’s cooling plants were classified as 
“requiring corrective action”. This was mainly due to the fact that they were not equipped with 
individual meters and that flanges were not insulated. As a result, the following EMOs were 
added: Equip plant rooms with individual energy meters and insulate flanges.  
5.4.5   Lighting 
Table 15 also shows that the lighting scorecards for all buildings excluding cold-rooms returned 
a score of 46% and therefore “required corrective action”. The main reasons why points were 
lost are that FDM have working quality lights in entire rooms rather than only on work areas and 
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that they do not currently use LED lights or motion sensors. Improvement in lighting was 
therefore added as an EMO, however because lighting is a main consumer, this area required 
further investigation during the audit.  
5.4.6   Cold-rooms 
Finally, the last area requiring corrective action was “cold-rooms”. However as mentioned 
above, this was directly related to employee behavior towards energy savings.   
5.4.7   Other areas 
Finally, other areas scored between 60 and 80% which classifies them as requiring “evaluation 
for potential improvements”. These areas were all briefly investigated as part of the research 
process.  
5.5.     Summary 
From the condition survey, we were able to identify a number of EMOs as well as areas 
requiring further attention. These areas included the refrigeration system, the lighting system, the 
facilities insulation, the maintenance schedules and finally, the employee behavior towards 
energy savings. These will all be investigated in Chapter 6. 
Note: As per the audit methodology proposed at 3.4.3, the two steps following the condition 
survey are establishing the audit mandate and the audit scope. These steps are important parts of 
the audit but were however not crucial to this report. Therefore, both documents are summarized 




Chapter 6: Identifying opportunities for reducing electricity 
consumption. 
The aim of this chapter is to answer our third research question which was: "What are the 
opportunities to reduce FDM’s current electricity consumption?”. To do so, we will investigate 
areas identified at the condition survey and reiterated in the audit scope in appendix E. Firstly, 
we will compare FDM’s refrigeration system against current best practice in the industry. 
Secondly, we will try to investigate the remaining areas of concern with the objective of reducing 
their electricity use while still meeting the original needs or requirements.  
6.1.     Comparing FDM vs best practice industrial refrigeration. 
Step 5 of the audit methodology viewed at 3.4.3 - the comparative analysis – is a valuable tool of 
energy auditing. Indeed, it allows the auditor to compare energy consumption performance 
internally against other facilities, other sites and different periods or externally against similar 
industries, competition or best practice (Natural Resources Canada 2016). So far, we have used 
internal comparison while analyzing energy consumption at 4.2. In this section, we will use an 
external comparison to compare FDM’s refrigeration system, cold-rooms processes and 
maintenance schedules against industrial refrigeration best practice reviewed at 3.3.     .  
The comparison was mainly done through observation, discussion or audit questionnaires 
submitted to FDM key personnel. The main tool used to maintain records of the comparison was 
Excel. Where FDM did not follow best practice, EMOs were raised. 
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Figure 25 is an extract from these records that can be found in appendix F. As we can see, tables 
were arranged to reflect: the questions derived from the best practice guide; FDM’s answer to 
these questions; the audit observations; the resulting EMOs or recommendations.  
 
Figure 25: Comparison to best practice spreadsheet. 
6.1.1   Condenser and Evaporator fans: 
While assessing condensers and evaporator fans, it was discovered that FDM does not currently 
use VSDs on any of its condenser or evaporator fans. This does not match current best practice 
and therefore was raised as an EMO: If compatible, FDM should install VSDs on condenser 
fans. Not only will VSDs make the condenser and evaporator more efficient, but by reducing 
head pressure inside the compressor it will also reduce the compressor’s energy consumption. 
Richard Moolenschot is a consulting engineer at R.G Moolenschot & Associates a South African 
company. Richard was involved in the original design and installation of FDM’s refrigeration 
plant in 1997. According to him, with VSDs, the plant discharge pressure can be controlled at a 
more stable pressure rather than fluctuating with on/off fan control. 
Installing VSD’s on condenser and evaporator fans can result in savings of 2 to 3% of total 
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refrigeration costs. (Sustainability Victoria 2009).  
6.1.2   Compressors: 
While assessing the compressors, it was discovered that FDM’s reciprocating compressors do 
not have variable speeds. Instead, the entire plant may run at 50, 75 or 100% capacity. This does 
not match current best practice and therefore highlights the following EMO: Costly alternatives 
such as replacement by variable speed compressors or, replacement by several smaller 
compressors to avoid part loading are available. However, a much cheaper option (if compatible) 
is to install VSDs. Indeed, VSDs can also be installed on compressor motors and are capable of 
resulting in savings of up to 20% (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
Per discussion with FDM staff, it was also found that compressors’ discharge pressures are 
sometimes higher than expected in winter which according to Sustainability Victoria (2009) can 
be caused by incorrect head pressure control settings. This does not match current best practice 
and therefore highlights an EMO: Adjust head pressure in order to maintain optimum heat 
rejection temperature according to ambient or wet-bulb temperature.  
According to Richard Moolenschot (2016) other benefits of installing VSDs on compressors are: 
Improved coefficient of performance; reduced wear and tear at lower speeds and therefore 
extended life for valves, pistons, liners and bearings.  
6.1.3   Expansion Valves: 
As per discussion with FDM’s key personnel, it was discovered that automatic (electro-
mechanical) expansion valves with manual shut off are in use at FDM. This does not match 
current best practice and therefore highlights an EMO: Retrofit refrigeration system with 
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electronic expansion valves (EEV). As per Sustainability Victoria’s best practice guide on 
industrial refrigeration (2009), the upgrade to EEVs, could result in savings of up to 20% of 
refrigeration costs.  
Tests that were concluded at the Carel Industries Spa laboratories demonstrated that especially at 
low loads or start up, EEVs significantly reduced energy consumption of a refrigeration system. 
However as opposed to Sustainability Victoria’s 20%, their tests showed that using EEVs reduce 
energy consumption by 10% (Lamanna 2013). Thus, for the purpose of this research, we will 
assume that the use of EEVs will decrease FDM’s refrigeration consumption by 15%  
6.1.4   Pumps 
Just like the compressors, evaporator fans and condenser fans, it was found that pumps are not 
equipped with VSDs. This does not match current best practice and therefore highlights an 
EMO: Install VSDs on all pumps to increase efficiency. As mentioned at 3.3 payback could be 
achieved in less than 2 years (Sustainability Victoria 2009). 
6.1.5   Pumping pressure 
As per discussion with FDM’s staff, pipes currently in use have a nominal diameter of 40mm 
and 100mm but could be larger if required. This does not match current best practice and 
therefore highlights an EMO: Consider whether current pipe sizes maximize system efficiency. 
Large pipe diameters minimize the required pumping pressures (Sustainability Victoria 2009) 
and therefore increase efficiency. 
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6.1.6   Temperature Lift 
At the moment, FDM’s condensing temp sits at 35°C and evaporating temp sits at -20°C.  
If possible, an EMO would be to try and reduce temperature lift as much as possible. A 1°C 
reduction in temperature lift can increase plants efficiency by 3 to 4% (Sustainability Victoria 
2009) 
6.1.7   System Monitoring 
As per discussion with FDM’s key personnel, it was noticed that sub-metering was not in use on 
the refrigeration plants. This does not match current best practice and therefore highlights an 
EMO: If possible, install individual energy meters in plant rooms. The use of energy meters on 
refrigeration systems have many advantages such as:  
 Showing cooling load requirements when fish is loaded and unloaded. 
 Flagging issues with refrigeration system if consumption is not within expected 
range. 
 Measuring savings after changes or implementation of new components or 
processes. 
 Overall improved monitoring. 
6.1.8   Defrosting: 
As per discussion with FDM’s key personnel, defrosting is currently manually activated and 
automatically stopped by a timer set on 15 minutes. As defrosting generates heat inside 
refrigerated areas, it is crucial to keep it at a minimum. Which is why an EMO can be raised a 
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best practice dictates the use of air-flow sensors or thermocouples to stop defrosting as soon as 
ice is melted.  
6.1.9   Assessing FDM’s maintenance schedules 
As mentioned at 3.3.7, FDM’s maintenance was assessed against the maintenance checklist 
provided by Sustainability Victoria (2009). Table 16 shows the questions the we derived from 
the checklist, FDM’s answers and the corresponding recommendations. In green are the answers 
aligning with best practice and in red are the answers not following best practice. We can 
therefore deduct that there are 4 aspects of FDM’s maintenance schedule that could be improved. 
The resulting EMOs are: 
 Entire piping should be checked and maintained weekly instead of yearly. 
 Monitoring compressor motor temperature should be performed monthly instead of 
yearly. 
 Pumps and compressor fittings and joints as well as relief valves should be checked on a 
monthly basis instead of yearly. 





Table 16: Maintenance checklist assessment 
 
Anwser
As Per Best 
practice guide
1 check the temperatures of cold stores? Daily. Perform weekly
2
check evaporator and condenser coils for dirt or debris and clean them 
if required?
Daily. Perform weekly
3 check for missing plugged nozzles? Daily. Perform weekly
4
check entire piping system, especially joints, seals, valves and glands 
for leaks? 
Yearly Perform weekly
5 check refrigerant sight glass for bubbles? N/A ammonia system. Perform weekly
6 report and repair any vibrating pipe work? Daily. Perform weekly
7 check if compressor oils are at correct levels? Daily. Perform weekly
8 check that fish is not blocking airflow of evaporators? Daily. Perform weekly
9 ensure that fans, motors and belts have enough air? Daily. Perform weekly
10 check plugged line filters? Daily. Perform weekly
11 check if defrosting is clearing properly? Daily. Perform weekly
12
report ice on floors and walls of coldrooms as this indicated excessive 
air entering the room.
Daily. Perform weekly
13
check compressor motor temperature and ensure it is operating as 
recommended by manufacturer?
Yearly Perform monthly
14 check and treat cooling water entering the system? Monthly Perform monthly
15




check all insulation of pipes, valves and cooler or freezer areas for 
condition and appropriate thickness?
Yearly Perform monthly
17
check compressor motor assembly and oil system to ensure it is 
operating at max efficiency?
Yearly Perform annually
18 clean evaporator and condenser tubes during a shutdown? Yearly Perform annually




6.2.     Investigating remaining areas of concern 
During the condition survey in Chapter 5, we were able to identify obvious areas where energy 
was being wasted. Moreover, we were also able to pin point some areas of interest that warranted 
further investigation. These areas were the refrigeration system, the cold rooms’ processes, the 
lighting system, the facilities’ insulation, the maintenance schedules and finally, the employee 
behavior towards energy savings. Some of these areas were investigated during earlier stages of 
our research. This section investigates the remaining areas which were the facilities insulation, 
the lighting and finally the employee behavior towards energy savings.  
6.2.1   Assessing FDM’s insulation 
Whether concerned with thermal comfort or product conservation, heat losses or in our case heat 
gains is a major player in energy consumption. In a humid and warm climate such as Mauritius, 
it is essential for a refrigeration company to monitor and detect flaws in their insulation. 
6.2.1.1 Cold rooms insulation 
Cold rooms at FDM are built from refrigeration panels. The -20°C rated cold rooms are enclosed 
by 300mm panels consisting of 296mm of polystyrene sandwiched between two sheets of 2mm 
aluminum while the -40°C rated cold rooms are enclosed by 2 of these panels held together. Any 
scratches or damages of the panels by loading or unloading of fish bins are usually sealed by 
polyurethane foam and membrane. 
As part of the audit mandate (appendix E), we were required to help FDM to find issues with 
their cold rooms insulation, using the help of a thermal camera. Figure 26 shows an extract of the 
report submitted to FDM. The report works by showing a thermal image of the detected issue 
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and cross-referencing it to its location. Once at the location, technicians can easily trace back the 
faults as the faulty areas were tagged with yellow paint (see Figure 27).  
The first image on Figure 26 depicts a cold spot on a cold room roof sitting 13°C instead of the 
surrounding 26°C, which therefore showed an issue. Such issues were found in several spots of 
cold rooms panels. However, it could be said that cold rooms panels did not display any alarming 
faults and that panels appeared in reasonable condition.  
Thermal imaging was also used to check seals and joints and returned a few issues. All of which, 
were passed onto FDM’s staff. As per discussion with technical staff, seals are thoroughly 
checked for damage and replaced if deemed necessary. 
Furthermore, cold-room insulation integrity can be tested by turning off the refrigeration system 
of the cold rooms for a period of time equivalent to one which would be required for overhauling 
or maintenance and monitoring temperature changes as a function of time. Data is then entered 
into an excel spreadsheet and analyzed. Last such test was conducted from the 11th March 2011 
to the 15th of March 2011 and resulted in very positive results. During a period of approximately 
three and half days, the cold rooms temperature only increased by 1 °C while the refrigeration 




Figure 26: Extract of the Thermal imaging report submitted to FDM 
 
 




6.2.1.2 Refrigerant piping 
The second image on Figure 26 shows a weakened part of an ammonia pipe’s insulation at 
1.8°C. Several sections of piping were found to require attention in both the Latanier and Quay E 
buildings. These sections were tagged and FDM personnel was made aware. Therefore, replacing 
pipework insulation in both buildings was raised as an EMO. Piping sections such as the ones 
shown in Figure 28 were not tagged with paint as the entire section required attention.  
Finally, it should also be mentioned that thermal imaging is a very powerful tool allowing its 
user to easily find insulation or electrical faults within a building or plant. Furthermore, it also 
increases the ability to detect weak pipework, take preventive action and therefore reduce health 
and safety risks associated with ammonia leaks. 
Insulation is a crucial actor in FDM’s electricity costs. Furthermore, health risks related to 
ammonia inhaling are extremely high. Therefore, the purchase of a thermal camera and inclusion 
of thermal imaging as part of maintenance schedules was raised as an EMO. 
Note: Thermal imaging was also performed on FDM’s electrical panels (Figure 29) and returned 




Figure 28: Damaged pipe insulation at Quay E. 
 
 




6.2.1.3 Building envelopes 
While on field trips, we noticed that FDM’s buildings did not have many windows. Furthermore, 
windows used are non-metal, double glazed and shaded by overhangs and interior blinds which 
falls in line with current good (not best) building practice.  
Buildings’ isolation on the other hand could be improved. Except for the Latanier building 
(concrete), all the other roofs are made from corrugated iron with no insulation. Despite being 
painted in reflective white paint, the roofs allow plenty of heat to pass through, resulting in the 
space between the roof and the cold rooms ceiling being warmer than the ambient outdoor 
temperature. Therefore, an EMO was raised for the addition of insulation under corrugated iron 
roofs. 
6.2.2   Assessing Lighting at FDM 
While performing the condition survey, several issues were noted with regards to lighting: LED 
lights were not used; lighting was not focused on work areas but rather entire rooms; lights were 
left on in areas not in use. This warranted lighting to be further investigated.   
6.2.2.1 LED lights 
According to the Australian Department of Industry, Innovation and science (2016), LEDs are 4 
to 7 times more efficient that typical halogen or incandescent equivalent. Furthermore, LED’s 
also have lifetimes ranging from 20,000 to 40,000 hours (Department of Industry Innovation and 
Science 2016) compared to the 1000 to 6000 hours provided by more traditional types of light 
(Energyrating.gov.au 2015). Therefore, an EMO was raised for FDM to replace existing light 
fittings or where compatible light bulbs with LEDs.  
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6.2.2.2 Focused lighting 
During the condition survey, it was also noted that in some areas, lighting could be reduced to 
work areas only rather than whole rooms. An EMO was raised for lights to be more focused on 
work areas. 
6.2.2.3 Motion Sensors 
Finally, during walk through, we also noted that lights were ON in areas which were not 
occupied at the time. Adding motion sensors could reduce electricity waste from lighting by as 
much as 30% (Energy.gov 2016). Furthermore, it should be noted that one indirect impact of 
motion sensors is to reduce energy waste resulting from employee negligence. 
6.2.3   Assessing employee behavior towards energy savings 
6.2.3.1 Observations 
While performing the condition survey in chapter 5, we were able to notice employee behavior 
that provoked energy waste. For instance, FDM’s forklifts drivers are equipped with remotes to 
open and close fast curtains each time they enter or exit cold rooms. However, on several 
occasions we were able to observe drivers leaving the cold rooms open if expecting that another 
forklift would arrive shortly. In some instances, the curtains were left open for up to several 
minutes.  
Another example was roof maintenance lights that were left on for extended periods of time 
while no one was working on the cold rooms. Finally, during the thermal imaging process, we 
were able to notice that roof extractor fans were not On, resulting in significant heat buildup 
between the roof and the cold rooms.  
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6.2.3.2 Involving employees in energy management 
The above-mentioned instances are clear indicators of employees not feeling concerned by 
energy use. Therefore, the final EMO to be raised for this audit is to involve employees in energy 
management. This can be achieved in many ways. Below are a set of steps proposed by the 
Australian Government (1994) in “Involving employees in energy management programs”: 
 Gain support from top management: it is essential for any energy management program 
to work, that management be willing to devote time, thought and effort into it. In order to 
influence lower levels, it is necessary that management involvement in energy savings be 
highly visible from the outset (for example launch new energy management measures at a 
ceremony or small gathering with a presentation). Also consider doing a “people audit” in 
order to define how to communicate (Gibbs 1994). 
 Start from a sound base: Ensure that knowledge gained from energy audit is impregnated 
on the company going forward and that monitoring is in place to keep company at its 
most efficient(Gibbs 1994). 
 Inform and involve employees: Understand and be able to promote answers to common 
questions such as:  
- Is there really a need to save energy?  
- Will my contribution really make a difference? 
- What are the most effective ways of saving?  
- what’s in it for me?  
 The latter being the most important question to answer. If management cannot answer 
clearly to this, it is hardly likely that employees will. Sometimes tangible incentives may 
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be required to start the movement. For example, sharing some of the energy savings; 
organizing competitions; bonuses etc. (Gibbs 1994).   
 Provide feedback: Reporting the progresses made are essential to keep employees 
interested. Set goals and targets and report when achieved or not achieved. 
6.2.3.3 The energy champion 
One of the most crucial steps when implementing new energy saving measures is to appoint an 
energy manager also called “energy champion”. The energy manager needs to willing to put time 
and effort into monitoring and improving efficiency, setting targets and staying on top of 
technology advancements. 
The energy manager should be someone of authority with a thorough knowledge of the entire 
plant’s operation and energy uses (Poole 1994). The duties of the energy manager should include 
but are not limited to: 
 “Develop and maintain essential summaries of energy purchases, stocks and consumption 
 Regularly review energy utilization, performance and trends (for example monitoring 
energy intensity of a product in order to determine improvements or regression in energy 
efficiency monthly). 
 Provide line managers with supervision and clear directions 
 Generate interest and support in energy management among employees and sustain 
interests. 
 Identify where energies are wasted, quantify the losses and put recommendations forward 
on regular basis” (Poole 1994). 
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6.2.4   Using Renewable energy 
Finally, consideration was also given to reducing electricity costs by generating power from 
renewable energy technologies. Given the location’s climate, the available unshaded roof area, 
the increased isolation provided by solar panels above cold rooms, the favorable interest rates 
available for such projects; a solar power project was identified as an EMO. This EMO will be 





Chapter 7: Summarizing and evaluating identified EMOs 
7.1.     Summarizing EMOs 
During this research, opportunities of reducing current energy consumption (referred to as 
EMOs) were raised at several stages of our investigation of FDM. Summarizing EMOs is 
important as it allows auditor and auditee to find all outcomes of the energy audit at a glance. It 
also allows us to answer to our third research question which was “What are the opportunities of 
reducing their current energy consumption?”. Table 17 below provides a summary of all raised 




Table 17: Summary of low cost EMOs  
Low Cost 
EMO Benefits 
Involve employees in energy 
management programs 
Increase efficiency by reducing energy wastes from staff. 
Qualify for Tariff 350 Reduce energy costs. 
Ensure that cold rooms are set 
at maximum temperature 
allowed by end user of tuna. 
Increase efficiency by reducing cooling load. 
Ensure that tuna arrives at 
required temperatures. 
Increase efficiency tuna reducing cooling load. 
Adjust head pressure 
according to ambient or wet-
bulb temperatures. 
Increase efficiency by maintaining optimum heat reduction. 
Try to decrease temperature 
lift. 
Increase efficiency by 3 to 4% for each °C reduction. 
Check entire piping and 
maintain weekly 
Increases efficiency by both helping early detection of 
insulation wear, and thus preventing any further damage due 
to exposure to condensation water. 
Monitor compressor 
temperatures monthly. 
Increase efficiency via early detection of issues. 
Check pumps and compressor 
fittings and joints monthly. 
Preventive action to reduce likeliness of breakdown or high 
cost maintenance. High maintenance of joints and fittings 
also helps the motors work at maximum efficiency. 
Check cold-rooms insulation 
monthly. 
Allows detection and repair of leaks and therefore increases 





Table 18: Summary of high cost EMOs. 
High cost 
EMO  Benefits 
Replace damaged pipework insulation at 
Latanier and Quay E. 
Increase efficiency by increasing refrigerant 
pipework insulation 
Equip plant rooms with individual energy 
meters 
Results in efficiency gains due to increased 
monitoring and troubleshooting abilities. 
Use motion sensors for lighting 
Increase efficiency by turning lights on only 
when space is occupied. 
Use LED's instead of traditional lighting Demonstrated to reduce consumption by 60%. 
Focus lighting on work areas rather than 
whole rooms. 
Reduce lights used and therefore reduce 
energy costs. 
Install VSD's on condenser and evaporator 
Fans 
Reduce 2-3% of total refrigeration 
consumption. 
Install VSD's on compressor motors Increase compressors efficiency by 20%. 
Exchange currently used automatic expansion 
valves for electronic expansion valves 
Save 15% of refrigeration costs. 
Increase suction pipe sizes 
Minimizes required suction pressure and 
therefore increases efficiency. 
Upgrade to automatic defrosting using air-
flow sensors or thermocouples 
Minimizes energy use of defrosting as well as 
minimizes heat source inside cold rooms and 
therefore increases efficiency. 
Add insulation under corrugated iron roofs 
Increases efficiency by reducing overall 
temperature of buildings containing the cold-
rooms and therefore decreases work required 
by the refrigeration system. 
Increase shading where fish is handled 
outdoor 
Increase efficiency by reducing temperature 
gain of the fish and therefore reduce heat 
loads in cold-rooms. 
Invest in a thermal imaging camera 
Helps significantly with insulation or 
electrical panels troubleshooting and therefore 
increases efficiency. Furthermore, indirectly 




7.2.     Economic analysis of EMOs 
7.2.1   Introduction 
All of the low to no costs EMOs should immediately be implemented by FDM. Tangible savings 
can arise from these minor changes which cost nothing to try. On the other hand, high costs 
EMO should always be analyzed before implementation. Most of the identified high cost EMOs 
can be quantified. However, some calculations such as efficiency gains from increased insulation 
require resources that fall out of the scope of this research project. Hence, this section will only 
evaluate the switch to LED’s, the use of electronic expansion valves, and the use of VSD’s on 
compressor motors, condensers and evaporator fans. 
7.2.2   Financial tools for evaluation 
In order to evaluate the abovementioned EMOs, financial analysis tools will need to be used.  
 The simple payback: Simple payback is a very approximate measure that can help to 
identify whether a project warrants further financial analysis. This should not be used as 
the basis for investment as it does not take into account the cost of capital or the risk 





 Return on investment: The ROI gives a broad idea of the annual return generated from 
the capital investment as a percentage of capital investment. ROI should always be higher 
than the cost of capital. ROI does not take the time value of money into consideration 
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(Natural Resources Canada 2016). 
𝑅𝑂𝐼 =
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑋 100 
 Net present value: NPV is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and 
the present value of cash outflows. A positive net present value indicates that projected 
earnings (in present money) exceeds the anticipated costs (also in present money). 
Generally, an investment with a positive NPV will be a profitable one and one with a 
negative NPV will result in a net loss (Kurt 2003) . If the NPV is positive, the project 
should be undertaken. NPV is calculate as: 
. 
However, for the purpose of this research, NPV for evaluated EMOs was calculated using 
Excel’s NPV formula: “=NPV (discount rate; cash flow 1, cash flow 2…).” 
Note: Labor costs were not accounted for in the following analysis’ as labor is likely to be in-
house. 
7.2.3   Rates used for the analysis 
The NPV formula requires a discount rate. From an interview with Renaud Lagesse, founder and 
portfolio manager of Confident Asset Management Limited (Confident Asset Management 
2016), we were able to obtain the following information on Mauritian rates: Risk free rate 3%; 
risk premium on quoted equities 5%, sector risk 2% and specific risk 2%. Therefore, by adding 
all of these together we obtain a discount rate of 12%. 
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7.2.4   Replacing current lighting with LEDs 
Using the electrical inventory spreadsheets viewed at 4.3.2 and Excel’s filter tool, we made a list 
of all lights used at FDM, classified by type (Fluotube, halogen, metal halide or sodium). Firstly, 
we used Table 19 to match each type of light to its LED equivalent in terms of lumens. Secondly, 
we researched online stores to find average prices for each kind of LED equivalent previously 
selected. Finally, we used our inventory spreadsheet to estimate potential energy savings, costs 
of replacement.  
Table 20 is an extract from our calculation spreadsheet that can be found in appendix G. 
From these numbers, we were able to draw a financial analysis of the EMO. The results of this 
analysis can be seen in Table 21. As we can see, an assumption was made that LED’s would last 
10 years. Online sources do not agree on an estimated lifetime for LED’s however, it appears to 
be ranging from 13 to 17 years. In order to make a safe assessment it was decided to choose a 
10-year lifetime and not include savings resulting from decreased bulb replacement. 
Despite these pessimistic assumptions, the financial analysis of the EMO was really positive. 
Simple payback period for the lighting replacement project is around 0.9 years or 11 months.  
However, as mentioned at 7.2.2, simple payback period should not be taken as a basis for 
investment. Therefore, ROI and NPV were also calculated. ROI was 112% per annum and the 
NPV was Rs2,879,647. Therefore, we can see that NPV is positive and very high, and that from 
the ROI, return will be higher than capital investment every year from year 1. Therefore, it was 
concluded that FDM should implement this EMO. It is fair to assume that NPV and ROI would 
be even stronger should lower maintenance be taken into account. 
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Table 21: Financial analysis of LED replacement lighting.  
 
7.2.5   Equip condenser and evaporator fans with VSDs 
Installing VSD’s on condenser fans and evaporator fans can lead to 2-3% savings on total 
refrigeration costs (Sustainability Victoria 2009). For this estimate, we have chosen 3%.  
Internet searches showed that prices for VSDs vary between $600 and $900. In order to account 
for other costs such as import, installation labor and modifications, let’s assume that VSDs cost 
$1500. This is again a pessimistic approach which aim is to give a safe estimation. FDM 
currently uses 10 condensers and 16 evaporators, therefore a total of 26 VSD's should be 
installed. Resulting in a cost of $39,000 or Rs1,066,448. Therefore, using these numbers, we 
obtain the financial analysis shown in Table 22.  
If well maintained, VSDs can last for as much as 20 years. For the purpose of this research and 
as we did not account for maintenance cost let's assume that the VSD's will only last 10 years.  
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As we can see from Table 22, simple payback for this EMO is 1.3 years or about 1 year and 4 
months. ROI is 76% per annum and NPV using the 12% discount rate is Rs3,124,718. We can 
thus deduct that installing VSD's on all condenser and evaporator fans should be undertaken by 
FDM. 






7.2.6   Installing VSD’s on compressors 
From Table 18, we can see that installing VSDs on compressor motors can lead to increase in 
motor efficiency of 20%. As per a phone discussion with Rodney Pugh (engineer involved in the 
making of Sustainability Victoria's best practice guide on industrial refrigeration), compressors 
usually make for 70 to 80% of total refrigeration costs. Let us assume that compressors make for 
a pessimistic 60% of total refrigeration electricity costs. Just like the assessment made on 
condensers and evaporators, we will assume that VSD's have a life expectancy of 10 years and 
that each of them will cost $1,500. FDM has 13 compressors, therefore the cost of the EMO will 
be $19,500 or Rs533,224. Using these number, we obtain the analysis shown in Table 23. We 
can see that simple payback for VSDs installation on compressors is 0.2 year or 2 and a half 
months. ROI is 606% per annum and NPV of the project assuming a 10-year lifetime is 
Rs15,831,527. Therefore, this EMO will be incredibly valuable for FDM and should be 




Table 23: Financial analysis of installing VSDs on compressors. 
 
 
7.2.7   Retrofit system with electronic expansion valves.  
As seen in Table 18, the installation of EEVs can reduce the costs of refrigeration by up to 15%. 
FDM currently uses a total of 23 expansion valves across its refrigeration system. From a phone 
quotation obtained from Actrol (Australia’s largest wholesaler of refrigeration parts), it was 
found that replacement by EEVs could cost between $1,000 and $3,000. Furthermore, control 
accessories can be added for each and cost up to $1,000 per unit. Therefore, we will assume the 
maximum cost of retrofit of: (3000+1000) * 23 = $92,000 or Rs2,515,723. According to Danfoss 




Table 24: Replacing current expansion valves by EEVs.  
 
From Table 24, it can be seen that payback for EEVs is 0.62 years or 7 and half months. ROI is 
62% per year and NPV is Rs18,138,343. Therefore, this retrofit appears to be extremely valuable 




Chapter 8: Assessing opportunity for the use of renewable energy. 
As part of the energy audit, renewable energy was raised as a potential EMO. In this chapter, we 
will assess a potential solar power project designed for FDM using Helioscope. Helioscope is a 
new software designed by Folsom labs that combines the advantages of designing software like 
CAD and renewable energy software like PVsyst (Folsom Labs 2016). It should be noted that, 
when evaluating a system, Helioscope also takes into account shade and wiring losses. 
8.1.     FDM’s case for solar power  
As mentioned at 1.3, FDM presents a solid case for solar power generation.  As per the most 
nearby meteorological station (Pamplemousses), FDM enjoys a minimum 7.4 hours of daily 
sunshine all year long (Mauritius Meteorological Service 2016a). Furthermore, FDM can take 
advantage of their available 12,700 square meters of unobstructed roof space (see Figure 30). 
Therefore, considering solar power generation should be one of FDM’s priorities.  




8.2.     Designing FDM solar system  
When designing the solar system, Helioscope requires the following inputs: Type of solar panels 
required, type of inverter required, designated area for the system (see Figure 30) and wiring 
paths. Solar modules that were used in the design were the “Sun Power’s E20” due to their top of 
the range 20% efficiency. The inverters selected were the “Solar Edge E33.3K and E27.6K” due 
to their capacity to make individual panels work at their optimal thanks to the use of optimizers 
that act as multi power point trackers and also provide good monitoring features (Solar Choice 
2016). It should be noted that the weather dataset used was from the city where FDM is located 
which was favorable to the accuracy of the report.   
 




8.3.     Interpreting Helioscope’s reports  
Firstly, Figure 31 shows the metrics of the system which gives us a clear idea of the system’s 
size and its performance at a glance. The system’s size is 1.12 MW, with inverters’ capacity at 
1.14 MW, giving us a load ratio of 0.98. Energy exported annually to the grid from the system 
will be 1.680 GWh (Figure 32) after losses with a good performance ratio of 84%. Therefore, 
usable energy will be 1.506 GWh. From Figure 33, we can see that FDM’s solar system is 
composed of 35 inverters, 60 pole combiners, 4,250m of Strings and 1758 solar edge P700 
optimizers. Finally, Figure 34 shows the system’s Monthly performance during a year. As we 
can see, in summer months, the system manages to produce close to 170 GW while the worst 
winter months produce around 110 GW.  
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Figure 31: FDM’s solar system metrics 
 




Figure 33: FDM’s solar system’s components list. 
 
 




8.4.     Financial analysis of FDM’s solar power project. 
8.4.1   Benefits 
As we can see in Figure 32, the PV array should be able to export 1,680,280 kWh of electricity 
to the grid each year. FDM being likely to use a net metering scheme, monetary savings will be: 
1,680,280 * 4.04 (day rate) = Rs6,788,331. 
Such projects can also take advantage of very attractive interest rates if financed through “green 
loans”. The Mauritius Commercial Bank Co Ltd (one of the largest banks in Mauritius) for 
example, proposes an interest rate of 6.45% on renewable energy or energy efficiency projects. 
Furthermore, for renewable energy projects, a grant of 8%  is awarded to the undertaking 
company on connection to the grid (The Mauritius Commercial Bank 2016). In FDM’s case, this 
grant would amount to Rs3,062,620. 
Insulation benefits of installing solar panels also need to be quantified and added to the financial 
analysis. Tests were conducted using thermal imaging by a team of researchers at UC San Diego 
Jacobs School of Engineering which showed that savings through solar panel’s insulation 
amount to a 5% discount on the cost of modules over their lifetime (Energy Matters 2011).  This 
number could be increased at FDM as ambient temperature has a greater amount of influence on 
consumption for a refrigeration company than other types of businesses. 
8.4.2   Costs 
According to the PV price index of May 2016 proposed by Solar Choice (2016), the average 
commercial PV price is $1.25/W. The size of our system being 1.12 MW (see Figure 31), the 
system will cost: 1,120,000 W * 1.25 = $1.4 M or Rs38,282,745. 
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 According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratories (2016), the operation and 
maintenance costs of PV systems from 1 to 10 MW are close to $18/kW year (National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory 2016). Therefore, our Operation and maintenance costs per year 
will be: 18*1,120kW = $20,160 or Rs551,271.   
8.4.3   Results 
PV projects usually have life expectancies ranging from 25 to 30 years. For the purpose of this 
analysis we used a lifetime of 20 years to return a conservative but safe NPV. Therefore, using 
all these numbers, we obtain the financial analysis seen in Table 26. 
As we can see, simple payback of the solar system is 5.3 years. This falls within FDM’s required 
5-7 years. We can also see that ROI is 16% per annum and NPV for 20 years is Rs7,414,843. 
From this, we can conclude that FDM should consider this project and implement it should 










Chapter 9: Discussions 
9.1.     The limitations of the energy audit. 
Despite using energy auditing as a main tool for our research, time and budget restrictions did 
not allow to complete all tests proposed by NRC. This was mainly due to the fact that some of 
these tests required the use of experts or expensive tools. Therefore, despite being valid, findings 
in this research should be investigated further as per audit guidance and not taken as is for basis 
of change or investment. It is also expected that via further investigation, other EMOs could be 
found.  
9.2.     The limitations of the financial analysis’ 
All financial analysis’ conducted in chapters 7 and 8 used inputs that were estimated within the 
resource limitations of this research project. These estimates were voluntarily chosen 
pessimistically to alleviate the fact that some variables were ignored. For example, operations 
and maintenance costs were not taken into account except for the solar power project. Therefore, 
while still valid, these analyses should not be taken as a basis for investment but rather for 
encouragement for further analysis and consideration. 
9.3.     Expert’s Opinion 
According to Sustainability Victoria’s best practice guide of industrial refrigeration (2009), 
replacement of a refrigeration system older than 10 years may increase efficiency by up to 40%. 
However, as per Richard Moolenschot, most industrial refrigeration systems are designed to last 
for 25 to 30 years before any major equipment replacement becomes necessary. Therefore, the 
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Australian recommendation to replace equipment older than 10 years seems to be extreme. As 
long as the equipment is maintained properly and regular major services of compressors are 




Chapter 10: Conclusion and recommendations 
The objective of our research was to explore opportunities of reducing energy consumption for 
FDM. Electricity was the only source of energy investigated as per agreement with FDM. In 
order to attain the objective, the research was broken down to 3 research questions. As per the 
scope, we were required to answer to these questions using two main tools: the energy audit and 
the use of renewable energy. 
10.1.     What is FDM’s current energy use pattern? 
Our first research question was: “what is FDM’s current energy use pattern?”. To adequately 
answer to this question, it was decided to use a combination of 2 audits steps proposed by NRC 
(2016).  
First of which was to analyze energy consumption and costs. For this step, we obtained 
electricity bills from October 2012 till September 2015, tabulated their included information into 
Excel and analyzed them. From this, we were able to gather understanding of energy 
consumption to ambient temperature relationship, highest and lowest consumption periods, 
energy intensity of the product, average daily consumption per month and energy consumption 
per building.  
Secondly, we inventoried energy uses. In order to do this, a walkthrough of the facilities was 
conducted during which all electrical appliances were inventoried together with their estimated 
usage time and power ratings. From this we were able to use Excel’s filter tool to determine 




Table 11, refrigeration’s share of consumption was 81%, lighting was 3%, amenities 0%, air 
conditioning 2% and operations 14%. 
10.2.     Where is energy being wasted? 
Our second research question was: “Where is energy currently being wasted?”. Attending to this 
question required us to use other steps of the audit methodology proposed by NRC (2016).  
First of which was the condition survey. During the condition survey (conducted during first 
field trip), we used a combination of observations and scorecards to identify areas where energy 
was being obviously wasted.  
Secondly, we used comparative analysis’ mainly to detect where current best practice was not 
being met and to detect any significant internal fluctuations which could indicate potential issues 
with the system.  
From these analysis, we were able to determine that the following areas were potentially wasting 
energy and required attention: lighting, employee behavior towards energy savings, pipework 
insulation, refrigeration system’s components, cold room loading processes.  
10.3.     What are the opportunities to reduce FDM’s electricity consumption? 
Our third research question was: “What are the opportunities to reduce FDM’s electricity 
consumption?”. Opportunities for reducing energy consumption were identified during the entire 
length of this research. All summarized in Table 17 and 18, these opportunities were classified 
by cost and referred to as EMOs. Low to no cost EMOs were recommended for direct 
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implementation due to their tangible resulting savings and ease of implementation. On the other 
hand, high costs EMO’s had to be evaluated and therefore, quantifiable EMOs were financially 
analyzed.   
The main EMO’s that were analyzed in depth include: Installing VSDs on condenser fans, 
evaporator fans and compressors; replacing currently used expansion valves by EEVs and 
finally, replacing currently used lighting by LEDs. Financial analysis for all of these EMOs 
returned extremely encouraging results with all of their simple payback periods falling under 2 
years, ROIs being positive and NPVs also positive and in some cases extremely high. Therefore, 
despite their high capital investment, all of these EMOs appear to be extremely valuable and 
should be considered for rapid implementation.  
Finally, as per the scope of this research, we also assessed the potential for solar power 
generation at FDM. This was done by designing a solar PV system for FDM and evaluating its 
potential return. The system was designed using the Helioscope software and resulting reports 
were financially analyzed. The financial analysis also returned extremely positive results with a 
payback period of 5.3 years, an ROI of 19% and NPV of approximately Rs11,858,377. 
Therefore, subject to further in depth analysis, installation of a solar PV was also strongly 
recommended to FDM.  
Table 27 shows a summary of potential savings from EMOs that were evaluated at 7.2. It is 
important to understand that other proposed EMOs also bring significant savings, but were not 
quantifiable given this research’s time and resources limits. Therefore, results in Table 27 are 
expected to be higher should all EMOs be implemented. 
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Table 27: Summary of potential savings from evaluated EMOs. 
 
By using a combination of energy auditing and renewable energy we were able to identify 
potential for energy savings of 4,037,289 kWh per year (see Table 27). Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the objective of this research – explore opportunities for reducing energy 
consumption at FDM – was met and that these opportunities aggregated to a possible 45% 






























































































Appendix E: FDM’s audit mandate and audit scope 
FDM’s Audit Mandate 
The audit mandate makes the audit’s goals and objectives clear and outlines the key 
constraints that will apply when the recommendations will be implemented (Natural 
Resources Canada 2016). The main points of the audit mandate established with FDM are: 
 The audit’s main objectives for both FDM and the auditor are to achieve significant 
energy savings via a combination of low and high cost solutions. The specific type 
of energy targeted is electricity.  
 The auditor is also required to perform a thermal imaging analysis of the 
refrigeration system.  
 The audit is scheduled to start in July 2015 and be completed by July 2016. 
 The required human resources from FDM will be made of: internal technical staff, 
and external refrigeration consultants. 
 FDM is required to provide the auditor with a list of problems (if existent) relating 
to building comfort, breakdowns, appearance, capacity, noise, operational practices 
and maintenance practices (Natural Resources Canada 2016). 
 Implementation of housekeeping and low cost EMOs are expected to be done 
shortly after the audit report has been delivered to FDM. On the other hand, 
implementation of high cost EMOs will be subject to acceptance by the board of 
IBL.  
 The auditor claims that his findings are his intellectual property and does not agree 
to these EMOs being applied - without his written consent - to other buildings than 
FDM’s facilities.  
 The level of detail required answer to Level 2 audit conceptions. Therefore, any 
quantifiable estimates should have an accuracy of -/+ 20%.  





Appendix E: Continued 
FDM’s Audit Scope 
The audit scope needs to reflect the boundaries of the audit investigation. This is achieved 
by listing the areas of concern arising from the condition survey. Below are the main points 
arising from FDM’s audit scope checklist which is a model proposed by NRC (2016):  
 Areas to be examined were the whole site which therefore included the 3 buildings 
Latanier, Mer Rouge and Quay E. 
 From the condition survey, subsystems that were selected to be investigated were 
the refrigeration system, the lighting system, the facilities insulation, the 
maintenance schedules and finally, the employee behavior towards energy savings.  
 It was also agreed with FDM, that the cold-rooms’ loading procedures would also 
be examined.  
 Information required included electricity billings, production data, weather data, 
facility floor plans, refrigeration best practice, electrical consumer inventory and 
insulation thermal imaging. 
 The types of analysis to be performed included correlation of consumption with 
production, correlation of consumption with weather, year to year consumption 
comparison, comparison against best practice, electrical consumers share and 
finally financial analysis of EMOs (particularly payback periods). 
The sub-systems chosen to be audited flow directly from the “condition survey”. These 





Appendix F: Comparison of FDM’s refrigeration system against 
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